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ABSTRACT 

The Rizo chrome are dIstrict of North Vourinos ~ontains fine
9%"alned low-grade chromite ores of schlieren. dis~eminated. mas
sive, and nodular types. The are zone itself is poorly exposed and 
higbly sheared; potential continuations of the surficial ore depo 
sits cannot he predicted from standard host rock mapping. 

A structural evaluation of the area suggests subsurfuce contin
uatioos ot Rizo ore hodies to the west of the exposed ores bi'lsed all 
tbe following observations: Fold axes of schlier/'n ore parallel 
.beral l illeation of host rocks t.rendind around 270(1 and impart. an 
appearance that down-dip ore continuations would lie west uf the 
surface occurrence. The ores themselves coincide with the position 
of Z-fold hinges formed during dextral shear around the ore zone. 
,This dextral shear resulted in defor-mation of host duni les to east
we,t trending tabular bodies. 

The presence of ductile structures of low temperature 
(9S0-7500C) plastic deformation are inferred from rotations of 
bigh-temperature fabrics into lower-temperaturp. ductile shear 
ZOIl8S: The intense brittle shearing and faulting i.n the~e zones 
obscures observations of these ductile structures themselves. 

All structures present formed within a single strain ori~nta 
ti~n. apparently during a continuous evolution of deformation from 
Plastic through brittle conditions. All stages of deformation have 
strongly imprinted the chromite ore. A drilling program bas~d on 
these structural criteria has subsequently confirmeo the predicted 
SUbsurface continuations west of the exposed are zone. 

I NTRODUCTlON 

f The metalliferous zone of the Vourinos ophiolite is a tabular 

a~X
e;::\lre about 2 km thick that crosses the mantle section of th,: 

parallel and 5 km west of the basal thrust: The Rizo 
ore. district crops out at the southeastern extreme of this 

A Inatitute of Geology and "1'lineia 1 Exp 1or-ati on, -"70"Kessoght on 
thana 115~3, GREECE 
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~one in the Nor~h Vourinos region (figure 1). 
The major ore body of Rizo is exposed within the central ~ 

of the distric~, and contains reserves of 400,000 tons (PslhoYiop~ 

oulos et al., 1978). The ores are poor in quality, grading betwee~ 

5 and 25% chromi~e, and very fioe-grained. Explora~ion in the are~ 

is hampered by sedimentary cover and the highly fractured and 
faulted nature of the are. bearing rocKs. More than 80% of the Or 
district is covered by an overlapping sheet of alluvia up to ~ 
meters thick: These sediments occlude host rocks ~o such an extent 
that structures can only be discerned in a few stream sections an~ 

trenches that penetrate the sediments. 
This study aims at undestanding the tectonic history of tb~ 

area and the effect of incremental deformation on the ores and host 
rocks, in order to structurally predict the continuation of the 
~nown ore zone of central Rizo. 

LITHOLOGY 

Mappable lithologic units of the sLudied area are as follows: 
i) Restite hartzhurgite is the dominant lithology of the dis

trict. Its characteristic texture is porpbyroclastic granoblastlc 
and its phase chemistry is similar to other harzburgites of VOQrt: 
nos (Frison, 1987). The harzburgites of Vourinos are interpreted 
to represent a res idue rema io1'n9 after a high-degree of partial 
melting of the upper mantle (Beccaluva and others, 1984; Pearce and 
others, 1984; Roberts, 1986; Paraskevopou!05 and Economou, 19B~ 

KonstantopouJou, 1990). Harzburgita at Rizo is nearly always pe~ 

vasively sheared and fractured, and at only a few outcrops are 
large coherent blocks preserved (figure 2). 

il) The exclusive hosts to chrome ores at Rizo are dunlte 
~odies included in dunlte-harzburgite alternation zones. Each zone 
strikes east-~est, and ranges from 50 to ISO meters thick in out
crop. Individual dunite layers in the alternation zones are typi
cally one centimeter up to 20 meters thick. The largest dunlt. 
body of the RlZo district is 80 by 300 meters and crops out within 
the alternation zone of the central part of the district (east of 
the area mapped, figure 2). Alternation zones have been mapped al 
dunites, because hartzburgite layers in them are ussually less than 
~ meters thick and the relative proportion of hartzhurgite lell 
than 35%. A second set of dunites are present within massive harz
hurgite adjacent to alternation zones: These are sheared lenses 10 
to 50 cm thick with no chromite in them. What spinels are present 
ilre fine-grained with no preferred orientation. 

iii) Coar se--gra i ned pyroxeni ted i ke 5, ranging in th i ckness froa 
~everal centimeters up to 10 meters, are abundant over the district 
constituting about 10% of the mantle section volume. The dl~· 
l;rop out more commonl y near nnd about parall e 1 to contacts 0 
dunite with harzburgite. ElseWhere, the dikes show no systematiC 
orientation. 

j v) All chromi te ore text.ures are present in Ri zo area. rnd! ~ 
vidual occurences include schlieren, disseminated, massive and n~ 
\11 ar ore types, The chief are zone i tse If, contained within, 
alternation zone of the central area, consists of schlieren layer" 
with small pods of massive ore. Spinels in ore are fine- to medi 
grained and irregular in shape. Chromite has been severely defo 
Juring emplacement of the ophiolite. 

The degree of serpentinization varies with distance from 5~i 
nnd fault zones: Massive sheared serpentinites coincide in posi
with fault zones, while at distances of 2-3 meters, host rockS e 
lain as little as 5% serpentine. 
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Figure 1. Simplified geological map of the Vourinos-Rodiani ophiol
ite complex. showing the distribution of li~holo91es and the 
Position of Rizo area. 
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STRUCTURES OF THE RrZO DISTRICT 

Structures representative of high- and lower-temperature plas
tiC deformation at Rizo are obscured by a strong overprint of 

tttle structures. The sequence of deformation is incremental 
~presenting a continuous evolution from plastic to brittle struc
~ures within a single strain orientation. 

structures Related to High-Temperature Plastic Deformation 
A· punite-harzburgite contacts, chromite layering, mineral folia
tions and lineations and the folding of schlieren ore represent 
the highest temperature structures apparent in the area 
(1250-1200°C, Nicolas, 1989). Spinel fabrics show weak preferred 
rientations of flattened or elongate spinels. Orthopyroxene in 
~arzburgite is blocky, and no consistent orientations are obtained. 

spinel foliation in host rocks (dunite and harzburgite) as well 
as in chromitite ores define antisymmetric folds with dominan~ 

limbs at 20-60/25-60 NW and shortened limbs at 80-100/25-50 N (fig
ures 2, 3). Folds are best defined in the alternation zones and 
within chromite ores ~hemselves. 

spinel lineations in the host rocks (alternation zone or sur· 
rouding massive hartzburgite) trend 250-320 with 30 degrees plunge 
to the west (figure 3). The axes of folded schlieren ore generally 
have similar trend to the spinel lineations. Dunite-harzburgite 
cODtac~s within the alternation zones strike 20 to 60E with 40 to 
60 degrees northwest dip. Figure 3 details the macrofabric rela
tions of the Rizo district. Early structures such as spinel folia
tion and ore layering broadly parallel dunite-harzburgite contacts 
io the alternation zones (that is, strike northeast). Pyroxenite 
dikes are displaced by faults and shears locally, but in general 
are also parallel ~o the early structures. 

B. Structures Related to Low Temperature Plastic Deformation 
Typical low temperature (1000-aOo °C, Nicolas. 1989) plastic 

deformation structures such as mylonite zones are not observed in 
the Rizo area. Mylonitic structures have been observed at Voido
lakk.o3 (Ross et. al., 1980; Roberts et a I., 1988; Grivas et al., 
1990) and Koursoumia (Konstantopoulou, 1992) districts. in a dis
tance of 10 and 3 km from Rizo respectively. However, ductile and 
se"l-brittle (Ross and Lewis, 1989) structures can be inferred a1. 
11%0. 

The mapped fabric patterns (figure 2) indicate dextral shear 
lCcommodated by brittle deformation within the main dunite bodip.~ 
of the area. Dextral shear also explains the geometry of z-type 
::ldS Within the ore bodies as well as mineral fabri.cs parallel to 

ose fold planes. Thus, we deduce that shear initiated in low 
~perature plastic conditions, and persisted through decreasing 
eaperatures into brittle conditions. 

C. Britt.le Deformation 
lr	 !rlttle shears and faults dominace the appearance of the Rizo 

••. Shears and faults geometrically belong to several sy~tems. 

Ct. Shears 
'l'wo sets of shears are observed in Rizo area, both formed con
nt to late stages of emplacement of the ophiolite. 

....~~ first system strongly imprints thin serpentinized dunites 
-e-zburgite. These dunites hosting parallel shear zones s+rike 
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Figure 3. S~ereonet data of the Rizo·district fabric elements. 
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0-40E with 40 degrees northwe~t dip. Shearing does not penetrate 
the surrounding, more coherent hIor-ks of harzburgite. Minor shear 
~tructures within these zones as well as the sense of displacement 
~etween the harzburgi te un its i nd i cilte over-or id i ng movement to \:he 
northeast. The sheared dunites, thus, form the soles of harzhur
gi te imbricates. 

The second set of shears penetrates similarly both dunite and 
harzburgite, and is particularly intense over several outcrops. 
These shears imparts a "schistose" appearance to the rock: Locally 
the schistosity is constrained to serpentinized rocks, but else
where relatively fresh rocks demonstrate a "gneissic" compact pla
nar fabric. These relations suggest that these shears initiated 
near the ductile-brittle boundary. These shears strike northwest 
to north-south (140-180 with IS-30W dip .figures 2, 3). In the 
south Rizo area, these shears appear folded, rotating from their 
dominant orientation to 80-115/308 (figure 2). 

Cz. faults 
llecause of the extensive sedimentary cover the sense of move

ment and the displacements along major fault zones can not be meas
~ed. Several offsets can be estimated from displacement of 
pyroxenite dikes or schlieren ores. The orientation of fault 
planes exposed in limited outcrops' define three main systems. as 
folloW: 

(1) A northeast striking system: 020-060/60-80N. with some 
reverse dips; 

(ii) An east-west striking system: OBO-120/70-85N, with some 
reverse dips; 

(iii) A northwest to north-south striking system: 
130-1BO/60-80E, with some reverse dips. 

faults of the first system appear to be reverse faults with 
less than one meter displacement. The second system dominates the 
area and comprises a sequence of stepped brecciated fault zones, 
each zone ranging in thickness from a few centimeters up to 10 
meters. Small faults parallel to this system show minor left
lateral displacement. However, these may be parasitic faults, anti
thetic to major right-lateral fault zones. Fault zones of the third 
system are less wide than those of the second system. They are 
chiefly right-lateral strike-slip faults, with much greater dis
placement compared to the E-W trending faults. 

DISCUSSION 

Previous work has described the geometry of fabric elements in 
Various mining districts of the Vourinos ophiolite. Regardless of 
Petrogenesis, chrome ores tend to be trapped in emplacement struc
tures such as: 1) thrust parallel mylonite zones (Grivas et al., 
1990), 2) Z-folds produced by ductile shear (the structur,~ 
des.cribed herein), 3) tear parallel faults produced by ductile con
striction (Rassios et al., 1990). Structural studies detailing 
-pla.cement strain have located "blind" ore deposits, and are being:Sed ~5 on-site gUides for drilling and location of high potential 
erra.~n in reconnaissance exploration. 

t Figure 4 reconstructs the successive stages of deformation of a 
s~mitiferous dunite budy (formation at stage I) in a Rizo-type 
In ctural environment. We consider deformation to the ore hody 
~.~re~ental, such that stages overlap in time. Plastic structures 
~ &t1ng to mantle flow that we indicate in stages II and III (fig

'e 4), are not preserved in Rizo, but deduced from considerations 
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Figure 4, structural evolution of the Rizo ore bodies: 
I. Dunite and chromite formation within the upper mantle. 
II. III. High-tepmerature plastic deformation resulting from 
lIIantle flow. 
IV. V, Low-temperature plastic to semi-hrittle deformation 
resulting in folding of dunite and chromite and re-orientatiOD 
of spinel grains parallel to the fold axes. 
VI, Brittle deformation (thrusts and faults) displaces the 
dunite and chromitite bodies, 
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f regional structures of Vourinos (Nicolas, 1990; Frizon, 1987; 
o ~s and others, 1980). The major deforma~ions affecting the pre

FOn~ position of the are bodies are the following:
 
ge stage IV represents the initiation of ductile displacements
 

long the deforming margins of a dunite body within massive harz
a urgite . Shear stress is preferentially resolved by plastic defor
~ tioD along these margins and within the dunite because of the 
~qber plasticity of dunite relative to harzburgite host (Carter 
~976). The intensity of shear stress varies from' place to plac,~ 

-thin the main shear zone. Thus the shear zones bordering the 
~~ite bodies of Rizo generate formation of many suhzones, each of 

bieh reconciles shear stress at variable rates. This shear defor
~ tion results in elongation and subsequent folding of the dunite 
~odY as well as concurrent re-orientation of spinel grains parallel 
to axial planes of z-type folds. It seems likely that all the high
te~erature structures that we observe in Rizo today date from this 
stage of deformation. 

Within dunites, deformation consistently appears more intense 
co~pared to that shown in surrounding rocks. Mass movement (espe-' 
clall y of olivine) in axial regions of folds in dunite bodies tend 
to "concentrate" chromite ores in the hinges of folds within dunite 
bodies (fig. Sb). Individual chromite layers within the ore zone 
are conformable to local foliation pli:lnes, but the main ore zone d,) 
not parallel component layers, but consist of Z-fold sets trending 
east-west wi thin the para 11 e 1 duni te host. Thus, ore zones of Ri 2f) 

ate east-west trending structures ~ith strong northeast striking 
qverprinted structures. Mi neral 1ineations and fo I d axes ,) f 

schlieren ore, plunge to the west, implying a continuation of the 
ore zone to the west. 

Intrusion of pyroxenite dikes parallel to axial plan~s of this 
early fold system indicates the concurrence of magmatism to lhi :j 
d$formation. Thus, pyroxenite dikes have escaped plastic and duc
tlle deformation. They only have been displaced hy shears a n.d 
fiults (stages V and VI, fig.4). 

Near the ductile-brittle boundary, shear zones and faults 
develop in parallel and overprint earlier structures. The thin 
intensely sheared and fractured dunites within 1~he harzburgite 
facilitate over-riding movement between hartzburgite hlocks with 
~gntinuing deformation. At about stage V of figure 4, dextral stri 
k,:slip faults develop, accommodating further the shear stress 
r~S:ponsible for the east-west elongation of the dnnite body. Indi
v~dual faults in this system show either left- ~r right-lateral 
Of~sets relative to their position within dextral shear planes. 

,.The set of northeast striking (020 to 060) are reverse faul~s 

~·tb minimum offset, accommodating minor compression towards the 
c~:~ of the emplacement movements of the ophiolite towards the NE 
(VQ..\J) • 

tNorthwest-striking (140j20SW) brittle shears also form as a 
~lrect result of emplacement of the abducted slab towards the nor-

east (stage V). 
Po COmbined strain elements result in the form of a duni te body a~; 
Ofrt:ayed in figure 4, stage V. The ore-bearing alternation zones 
herR1ZO consists of ductile-hrittle imbricates of the dunite
thaZburgite margin. The orientations of the imbricates parallel 
Of t of early folding within the dunite. The form and distribution 
by Chrome ores are affected in all stages of deformation undergone 

the host rocks of Rizo. 

-'lth
'b11 

F'1gure 5a,b depicts a simplified model of t,he central Rizo mine 
is applicable to the regional macrostructure of Vourinog as 

. In this model, the long axes of ore bodies trend east-west. 
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significant displ~cement of 'ores is noted along 140 striking. 
Ahrust parallel, fault sy~tem5. lnte~nal thrusts parallel to the 
~ sal thrust of the ophiolite imbricate. The multifolding and dis
~~acement of the ore bodjes by minor faults is evident even in the 
P ale of an outcrop.
"c ~acrostuctures in the Rizo area suggest that the ore zone of 
the central Rizo snould continue beneath sedimentary cover to the 
est. While similarly deformed, alternation zones of Rizo may rep

Wesent bodies formed in independent magma chambers within the upper. 
rantle. Petrologic evidence confirms the existence of multiple 
:a~a chambers within northern Vourinos (K?nstant?poulou .. 1990, 
aarkins and others, 1980.) Each ore-bearlng duntte body in the 
deformational setting similar to that of Rizo (Z-fold system) oughl 
to shoW similar structural exploration criteria. 
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